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1． Introduction

    There has been growing interest in the acquisition of commu-

nicative competence which is referred to as the ability to speak in a

Socially and contextually appropriate way． A native adult speaker

of a language is supposed to have acquired this ability before he

reaches his adulthood， although there may be an individual differ-

ence in proficiency to control the language with socio-cultural

appropriaten．ess． Communicative competence is not inherent to a

・man but something to be obtained through his observation of other

people's． speech and his interaction with them within a speech

community， and the acquisition is a long process in which various

aspects of communicative competence is gradually attained． ・

    In this paper children？s acqu'isition of the sex difference in

language， which seems to be an essential feature of socio-culturally

proper speech ， will be deliberated for the purpose of providing a clue

to an approach to the problem of children's acquisition of commu-

nicative competence， by referring to previous works of literature on

the problem． ln the later section of． this paper some speech samples

by a young child 'showing a developmental stage in the acquisition

of sex difference in Japanese and those by caretakers who are

considered to be continuously providing linguistic input for him will

be introduced， and the problem of the caretaker's influence on

young ehildren's acquisition of sex difference will be discussed．

Furthermore， the problem of what the caretaker's influence on

child's acquisition of sex difference' means will be considered from

the viewpoint of a function of language to hand down cultural traits

．to the next generation．
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II． Children's Acquisition of Communicative CoMpetence

1． Communicative Competence and Children's Language Acquisition

   As Andersen indicates， referring to Hymes's concept on com-

municative competence， children acquire not only vocabulary and

grammatical rules of a language but also socio-cultural approPri-

ateness． in language use in the process of language acquisition， and

this broadened view of language acquisition is in contr' ≠唐?with

Chomsky's earlier standpoint that language acq' 浮奄唐奄狽奄盾?is deter-

mined by an innate biological process of the Language Acquisition

Device which facilitates one to produce the infinite set of grammat-

ical sentences． Namely， unlike Chomsky's linguistic competence，

communicative competence is not inherent in mankind but'some-

thing to be obtained in the course of linguistic socialization in a

certain speech community （1-3）．

' Saville-Troike， presenting essential components of．communica7'

tion such as linguistic knowledge） j nteraction skills and cultural

knowledge， maintains that “communicative competence refers to

knowledge and skills for contextually appropriate use and interpre-

tation of language in a community” and that it is・shared by the

group （24）． She puts emphasis on major roles of language played

in ．the process of chiidren's enculturation： （a） language is part of

culture， and through language， knowledge， attitudes， and skills are

transmitted from one generation to the next； （b） language一 is a

medium through which other featUres of culture are bequeathed； （c）

language is a tool to be utilized by children to explore their social．

environment and establish their status' and role relationship wiLhin

it． Through acquisition of language， children become enculturated

in' the sense that they learn to sPeak like a male or a female， an

Englishman or a Chinese， and the rich or the poor （230）．

    She further describes the significance of observation and inter：

一actien as a Prerequisite for children's acquisition of socio-culturally

appropriate language use as follows： “Children are essentially Par一 '

ticipant-observers of communication， like ethnographers， learning
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and inductively developing the rule of their speech community

through processes of observation and interaction” （221）． However，

it should be noted that this is baSed on her presumption that all

human children are provided with the inborn capacity to develop

patterned rules for socio-culturally appropriate language use just

as they are considered to be given innate abilities to generate both

phondlogicallY and syntactically proper utterances （221）． She also

believes that either conditioning derived from psychological stimuli

or the innate capacity does not' ensure the acquisition and that chil-

dren are far more active in establishing the ability while making

use of' available social and linguistic 'input （225-6）．

   In short， it一 may be safely said that children acquire communi-

cative competence， with the help of their innate ability， through

observing what is going on in their speech community，一 taking

social and linguistic input while・ interacting with people ・and further

reconstructing their rules for socially appropriate language use．

Therefore， it seems indispensable to consider the socio-linguistic

environment in which they receive the input， so that we may realize

when and hoW the acquisition of communicative competence takes

place． This problem of children's socio-linguistic environment will

be discussed in the later section of this paper．

2． Dialectal Variation and Register Variation

    Before deliberating the emergence of children's communicative

competence， distinction needs to be made between dialectal variation

．of language and register variation．

    Andersen indicates that children must achieve a set of dialects

of a language， register variation， and social interactional rules，in

order for．them to acquire communicative compe，．te．n， ．ce． （32）1 Accord-

ing to her， sets of dialects refer to aspects of language which mark

social identity， including the region of origin， social class一， ethnic

group， age and gender． Register variations are something which

allows children to express social meaning relevant to the specific

contexts in which they speak， in terms of power， solidarity， purpose
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'and formality of the situation （32）． She fyrther explains the notion

of register utilizing ．the parameters of registers such as mode of

discource， field of discource， and manner of discource （8）． Mode of

discource indicates the medium of the language activity as seen in

the distinction between written and spoken language． Field of dis-

cource is referred to as what is going on， the topic， the speaker's

aim in the activity． This is observed in the difference between tech-

nical or一 non-technical language． The last parameter， mahner of

discource， mean's the personal relationships among the participants

and their social functions， i．e． ， their social attitudes and their social

roles in the discource as in the distinction between the language

used by an employer or the one used by an employee in a certain

situatlon．

    Any native speaker of a specific language who has acquired

communicative competence is considered to be able to speak with

features marking his social idehtity while manipulating these

parameters in register variation， consciously or unconsciously．

                                                   T

3． Period of Emergence of Communicative Competence

    As Andersen points out， some studies have suggested that chil-

dren aged 4 or 5 are unaware of rules for socio-culturally appropriate

speech but that by age 10 or so they can differentiate．registers of

speech， but others have indicated that children are able to adjust

their speech to context-sensitive style much earlier' than expected

（4）．

    Lqkoff seems to take the former position． She indicates that

both boys and girls learn women's language first but boys discard

the features showing women's speech in getting involved in male

peer pressure by the age of 10 or so while girls keep them （6）． How-

ever， her following description about Japanese boy's acquisition of

men's features in speech is a little precarious一， although she admits

that it is not based' 盾?her own observation； ．“1 am told that in Jap一．

anese， children of both sexes use the particles proper for women

uritil the 'age of five or so； then the little boy starts to be ridiculed
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if he uses them， and soon learns to desist” （6）．・

   Labov also seems to Support a simi｝ar view． He argues that a

speaker begins to acquire a set of evaluative norms of sociolinguistic

patters and become sensitive to his own speech forms and other

forms fairly late ． Familiar forms of his' 盾翌?community are obtained

at the age of 17 or 18， and a speech form with prestige such as

pronunciation of post-vocalic ［r］ in New York City residents does

not' @appear until relatively late （138）．

    Furthermore， Piaget， a cognitive-psychologist， insists that

children under 7 think ego-centrically and have no real social life

among them （60-61）． For that reason， it is supposed that he consid-

ers it difficult for children to manipulate rules for socio-culturally

appropriate language use．

   In contrast to these positions， there are several research findings

which support the position that socio-culturally conscious speech

is acquired at a much earlier age， although the feature in speech

on which the reSearch focuses is different from one research to

another． Romaine reports that she found some evidence for sex

differentiation in the use of ．certain phonological variants by

Edinburgh children as early as 6 years of age （113）．

    Saville-Troike also reports that an English-speaking boy of 3

yeaics and 7 months performed style-shifting during a single outdoor

play， depending on the addressee of his speech，i．e．， peers， a girl he

wants to play with or adult caretakers． She・argues that his com-

municative competence already contains variability for different

leyels of politeneSs and formality （226）．

   In Andersen's research， which investigated children's ability to

deal with register variation in English，， the subjects were 24 chil-

dren aged between 4 and 7． ln her study children demonstrated their

capability to make utterances appropriate for their ass'i' №獅??roles

in coritrolled role-plays， although there were differences in the

degree of proficiency depending on the subjects' age． She provided

children with three settings such as the family situation， the dQctor

situation， and the classroom situation， and they were expected tb
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play with puppets such roles as／ a par．ent， a child， ・a doctor， a

patient， a teacher and a student，・ etc． Subjects were able to play

thel'r roles in accordance with both social and contextual significance

of'their assigned roles； She describes further that “one might find

evidence of sbme knowledge of register variation much earlier than

4”（173）．． ・ 一 ．・
    In Ervin-Tripp's study on children's use of directives， Corsa-

ro's report on kindergartner's spontaneous role-play and Clancy's

study on Japanese children's communicative style as well， children・

at an earlier age than those referred to'by Labov and Piaget show

emergence of socially'and contextually conscious utterances， if not

perfect ones． ，    As ．far as these descriptions are concerned， it appears reasona-

ble' to add weight to the lattet position th4V emergence of scocially

and contextually conscious speech by children are observed at an

earlier 'age than' expected． However， ．the following points must be

taken into consi'deration． The period of children's・a．cquiring socially

and contextually appropriate utterances are not identical in all

speech communities ・and cultures． ln one culture children might

be encouraged to obtain a certain feature of socio-culturally appro-

priate speech style earlier than in another． There may also be vari-

ables derived from differences of social classes as well as individ-

ual variati6ns．even in one culture． Furthermore， a certain aspect

of speech recognized as socially and contextually proper may be

acquired earlier than in another， and one researcher might be

interested in one aspect of utterences and another researcher in

'another to acknowledge the emergence． Therefore， it is ex'tremely

difficult to specify the peripd of eme．rgence．
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III． Children's Acquisition of' Sex Difference in Language

1． Sex Difference of Language in English and Japanese

    Lakoff argues that several features of women's language are

reflections of' their social subordination to men and their psycholo-

gical insecurity due to・it． She points out that women's language in

English， comprises their more frequent use of politeness formulas，

hedges， tag questions， precisely discriminatory naming of colors，

meaningless particles，'and intonation patterns showing the unsure-

ness of the statement． Andersen summarizes features・observed in

women's speech， and they are women's frequent use of （a） intensi-

fiers such as so and quite， （b）．meaningless particles such a's Oh

and・dear！， （c） politeness markers， （d） non-basic color terms such

as mauve and lavender， （e） expressive adjectives such as adorable

and love！y， and' （f） euphemisms like passed away （41）． On the con-

trary， men are inclined to use more commands and non-standard

phonological forms than women， and to initiate conversation more

often than women．

   ，However， a few points should be taken into account． The de-

scriptions of characteristics in women's speech and men's speech

mentioned above are based on English in which marking of polite-

ness， which is closely related to women's speech， is not always

accompanied by changes in speech forms． ln English substantial

research haS been conducted with respect to phonological features

rather than grammatical ones． lt should be remembered， however，

that sex specific utterances with grammatical marking are observed

in other languages． Another point is that there are not'many sex-

exclusive expressions which are exclusively used by a certain sex in

English but they are easily found in such a language as Japanese．

 ・ lde describes several characteristics in， women's一 language in

Japanese （1982， 378-382）． The first one is that Japanese women use '

expressions including honorifics， more freque'ntly than men． Wom-

en's frequent use of honorifics is attributed to women's deferential

attitudes towards men bebause of their socially subordinate position
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in the society and women's desire of showing off their well man-

nered behavior． The second feature of women's speech is observed in

their frequent use of high-level／formal forms as in such verb forms

meaning ‘did' as itashi-mashita or shi-mashita， as opposed to men's

use of yari-mashita or yatta． Thirdly， women rarely use vulgar

expressions like tikusyo ‘Damn！' or huso ‘Shit！'， Or utterances such

as sugee and umee， stigmatized phonological forms of the adjectives

sugoi ‘great' and umai ‘delicious' respectively． Finally， women are

likely to use more softening expressions which weaken the加pression

of the statement on the addressee． This is recognized in women's

use of sentence final particles such as wa or hashira， in contr' ≠唐

to men' ?frequent use of 20， 2ei yo and na， which indicate self-

confidence， assertion， or confirmation． ln addition to the features

aboVe， in the use of the first person referent（i） or the second person

referent， clear' @distinction is made between women's language and

men's， as in watashi ‘1' for both men and women and boku ‘1'

exclusively for men．

   It should be noted that the above descriptions about features show-

ing sex difference in English and Japanese are extremely partial and

superficial．

2． Literature on Children's Acquisition of Sex Difference

   Children achieve such linguistic features as mentioned above，

which are appropriate for their sex， in the course of their acquisi-

tion of communicative competence， although their proficiency in

manipulating these aspects is not equal to that of adults． Cbates

describes th' ?significance of acquiring sex-differentiated language

as obtaining gender identity （121-22） ． According to Coates，， children

learn the cultural role assigned to them on the basis of their sex

when they learn to speak， and this is a two-way process in that they

learn to become a male or female in the speech community while

becoming linguistically competent， and that they perpetuate social

order creating gender distinction once they have achieved apprQ-

priate speech behavior to their sex． Several studies regarding chil一
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dゴen's acquisition of sex difference of language will be referred to

here so that the problem of how acquisition of sex difference takes

place may be considered．

    In Fischer's research， phonological variants of［Ip］recorded
                      

in interviews with two groups of 24 children living in a village in

New England，one fro］ヒn 3 to 6 years of age and another from 7 to 10，

were analyzed（483-8）． The result reVealed that the girls preferen．

tially used the standard variant［ip］， as opPosed to boy's frequent

use of non-standard variant［in］， and Fischer argues that the chil-

dren have acquired features of male speech as in［in］and female

speech as in［：ip］by the age concerned．

    Romaine describes that some evidence for sex differentiation

in terms of the use of certain phonological variants by children as

young as 6 was found in her study of Edinburgh school children

（113-5）．She states that certain l non-standard phonological variants

were used by boys more f蜜equently than girls in Edinburgh school

children， and that this corresponds to the result from Macaulay's

study of Glasgow adults in which male speakers used these variants

more oft6n． Furtherm．ore， she argue，s．that the decreasing frequency

of non-standard variahts．in both sexes in proportion to children's

growth is reflection of their acquisition of sex-appropriate speech，

and that older children may have acquired the ability．to style-shift．

In other words，children are gradually becording able to distinguish

their speech style depending on the situations such as playing with

peers or an interview， in addition to㌻he sex-appropriate speech

already acquired（101-3）．

   Meditch argues that boys acquire sex-appropriate speech earlier

than girls， losing some features of earlier speech in the course of

their developmental Process， while girls learn additional features

after．discarding・some features obtained earlier（426）． This is in

contrast to Lakoff's position that boys and girls learn women's

lanきuage first because of their environ卑ρnt full of female language

and that boys later come to reject female features and obtai．n

male's on account of their peer pressure， while girls retain them，
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although this is based not on actual statistical data but on her

・ own insight． ln Meditch's research， the speech of 6 girls and 5 boys

aged 3 to 5 was recorded， and university students as ，re．spondents

were instructed to make judgements as to whether each speech was

produeed by a girl or a boy． The results indicated that respondents

were able to predict the sex of the subjects fairly accurately only

through listening to the recorded speech， and Meditch mantains

by the results that “At the age studied， children have learned sex-

specific markers sufficiently well to allow their sex to be identified

by Rs solely on the basis of speech” （424）．

    In Edelsky's． study on acquisition of communicative competence

with reference to sex difference， subjects， 122 adults and 122 children

aged． 7， 9， and 12， were presented with a list of 24 sentences including

12 linguistic variables relating to sex difference in．speech， and they．

were instructed to' ≠獅唐翌??as to who is the most likely speaker of

each sentence， men， woMen， and both men and womenL According

to the result， children gradually become proficient in r'elating some

features in speech to sex， with children of 12 years old being closest

to adults' norm． However， in other features， such as the use of

‘Damn ＋ adjective' and ‘Won't you please'， children's stereotypical

judgements coming from their overgeneralizatioh were different

from those of adults一 who could manipulate their・ experience in

judging them． She states， with respect to the expression of profanity

as in damn it， it is learned first as ．an isolated'routine， then an

overgeneralized abstract rule is deductively learned through cultural

training to the point where anything profane is male， and the rule

is distinguished at adulthood， taking contextual features such as

topic， setting， audience， event， etc' @（241）．

    As far as the author knows， the amotint of research conducted

with reference to children's acquisition of sex difference in speech '

in Japanese is very limited．

    In lde's study on nursery school children's sex-differential use

of first person referent and second person referent， variants sex-

differentially used by children aging 1．5 Years to ・5， which were
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collected through the medium of note-taking in observation， inter-

views with nurses， and a questionaire provided for their parents，

were analyzed． lde maintains that bohu' ‘1' for boys are acquired

earlier than girls' watashi ‘1' but still girls obtain it by the time

they enter kindergarten at the latest， and that， in Japanese， con-

sciousness of one's sex plays an important role in self-cognition

on the grounds that Japanese children start using the first person

referent appropriate for their sex comparatively earlier while

American counterparts do not have to make distinction between

men's use and women's （64-5）．

    Peng， et al．'s strenuous work on sex differences'in Japanese

presents interesting data regarding children's acquisition of sen-

tence final particles and person referents． The report says that the

first emergence of sex-differentiated speech was observed in children

of two years old in the form of the first person referent apprbpriate

for the sex as in ore ‘1' for boys and watachi ‘1' for girls， with prop-

er sentence final particles for their sex appearing gradually after

that only in the situation where children are．specially conscious of

their sex （91）． However， it is after three years in age that they

come to use first person referents with consciousness of one's sex

（212）． lt describes furthermore concerning the acquisition of sen-

tence final partieles that two-year-old subjects were not able to use

sentence final particles appropriately enough for their sex， and that

they are under the influence of speakers in their environment （94）．

However， sex-differential sentence final particles used by boys dras-

tically increase in their boyhood， while those used by girls of the

same age still sound like those of boys． At the age of university

students， sent'ence final particles characteristic of the opposite sex

are rarely used by both sexes， although particles used by adults are・

'Iikely to be chosen on the basis of such factors as occupation and

psychological distance between speakers rather than one's sex （96）．

    It seem＄， from the descriptions above， that children acquire

something sex-exclusive in their boyhood with sex difference in

speech appearing in their preschool age， and that there still exists a
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difference between children's use and adults' use in which situations

and contexts are taken．into consideration． Furthermore， i，t is

'understood that acquiring' ≠垂垂窒盾垂窒奄≠狽?utterances for one's sex as

in adults' Speech is a long process taking many years．

IV． Children's Linguistic lnputs and Acquisition of Sex

    Difference

1． Caretaker's Speech as Children's lnput

   Because the focus of the present study is on young children's

acquisiton of communicative competence with special attention to

acquisition of sex difference in language， it seems crucial to consider

the nature of social and linguistic input which young children are

sUpposed to be taking constantly from their environment．

   A primary source of social and linguistic input taken by children

under three years old is considered to be mainly from their mother's

or caretaker｛s speech Which is adjusted or modified for children's

linguistic' モ盾№獅奄狽奄盾?in many aspects． EIIiot summarizes the charac-

teristics observed in caretaker's speech which he refers to as

‘motherese' （151）．

（a） Paralinguistic features （i） High pitch

（ii） Exaggerated intonation

（b） Syntactic features （i） Shorter mean length'of

     utterance （MLU）

（ii） Fewer verb forms and

     modifiers

 （iii） Fewer subordinate clauses／

・ ' ?高b?рр奄獅?per utterance

（iv） Shorter mean preverb length

（v）． More verbless utterance

（vi） More content words， fewer
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function words

（c） Discourse features （i）

（ii）

（iii）

More interrogatives and

lmperatlves

Speech more fluent and

intelligible

More repetitions， whether

complete ， partial or seman-

tic

，

    Ferguson describes the majbr functions which caretaker's

speech，' 窒???窒窒??to as ‘baby talk' by him， has in many speech com-

munities （232-5）． The first function is that of communication and

self-expression， as observed in the modified speech in the situation

where one'of the participants in conversatiQn is inferior in the abil-

ity to manipulate the language． Based on his position of regarding

‘baby talk' as a simplified register， ‘foreigner talk' directed to a

foreigner incapable of speaking the target language and ‘teacher's

talk' used in foreign language instruction have a similar function

as ‘ b≠b?talk'． Moreover， by the use of ‘baby talk'， adults can

express their emotions toward children such as affection， irritation，

and protectiveness．

    Secondly， modified speech has a'fuhction of language teach-

ing， although he is not affitmative in saying that ‘baby talk' is a

crucial element in language acquisition process． We can show

children when certain utterances are addressed to them by special

signs of ‘baby talk'， and topics relevant to children's concern are

chosen in conversations between children and parents within the

limitation of children's perception． lt is also possible to restore the

difficulty in certain grammatical structures until theY are proficient

enough and to increase the ，complexity gradually in accordance

with their linguistic development．

   The third function of ‘baby t，alk' is for children's socialiZation．

It provides a means of identifying the social roles necessary for our
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social behavior， as' 奄?observed in the early introduction ofエnodified

words indicating male and female caretakers．， Through this input，

children become able to idehtify age， sex， and kin roles of the par-

ticipants． With regard to the last function， Blount emphasizes the

significance of interaction between caretakers and children．through

which cultural bases of communication are manifested （298-301）．

He'mentions that parents pay almost no attention to linguistic

correctness of children's speech but they do pay attention to the

social appropriateness of their speech， and that children can assess

the adequacy of their speech and remedy inadequacy by changing

their linguistic and interactional performances thtough the interac-

tion with caretakers who assess children's overall commUnicative

competence in terms of socially defined categories．

    It appears from these descriptiQns that input from caretakers

plays a crucial role in young children's linguistic and social devel-

opment． ln the next section the problem of how gender-related

'variation of language appears in the utterances produced by young

children will be deliberated from the viewpoint of caretaker's input

directed to them．

  2． Caretaker's lnput Based on Sex Differences

      It may be possible＃ to hypothesize that young children under 3

  acquire cettain features of sexually differentiated language use

  mostly through inputs from their caretakers and interactions with

  them because of their limited linguistic interrelation with other

  peerS． Several studies indicate the existence of qualitative or quanti-

  tative differences in catetaker's input depending on the caretaker's

  ．sex or on 'the child's sex．

      In Cherry and Lewis's study on the quantitative difference in・

  mothers' linguistic inputs between those directed to 2-year-old boys

． and those addressed to girls of the same age， mothers of girls talked

  more， asked more questions， repeated their children's speech

  more often， and used longer utterances' than boy's mothers （278-

  80）． They argue that it is mothers rather than children who are
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responding sex-differentially， and that mothers may have sex role

expectations for girls that they should be more verbally involved

in conversational exchanges （281）．

   Gleason and Greif investigate．d the qualitative difference between

fathers' speech directed to boys and those to girls at home， and

between male day-care teachers' speech to boys and those to girls

at a day-care center． The speech produced by mothers and female

day-care teachers to boys and girls were also collected and compared

to，those by fathers and male teachers'with respect to the occurence

of cert4in sentence types such as imperative， declarative， and

questions． According to the result， both fathers and male teachers

used more imperatives， especially fathers ・at home （142-5）．

Furthermore， in a laboratQry setting where the speech produced

by child7father pairs in playing and those by child-mother pairs

were collected， fathers providgd more sophisticated information

than mothers and required more info'rmation in return than

mothers do （145-7）． Fathers are more direct， controlling， impolite，・

and linguistically more challenging than mothers who are attuned

to children （148-9）． Glea．son and Greif state that fathers and mothers

are not providing the same sort of cognitive and linguistic input

for children， and that children must iearn to communicate with a

father who speaks differently from a mother as a first step to the

outer world （149）．

    ．Warren-Leubecker and Bohannon investigated caretakers's

intonation patterns adopted in the speech addressed to the equal

number of boys一 and girls of 5 years and 2 years and those observ．ed

in the speech directed to adults． The research indicates that both

fathers and inothers increased their pitch' and ranges to 2-year-old

children， and that fathers adopted the same intonation patterns to

5-year-old children as those directed to adults while mothers

continued to use exaggerated intonation patterns to 5-year-old

children as Well．

   In Gleason's research on'children's acquisition of social speech

rdutines and politeness formulas， mothers provided children 'with
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rpodels of more．polite behavior than fathers． ln the controlled

setting where children were given gifts for their work with their

parents， mothers them， selves thanked for the gifts more frequently

and greeted the reSearch assistant more often 'than ・fathers． Gleason

interprets this as parents' presenting children with sex differential

models of politeness to be learned which are based on the parents'

sex differential politeness behavior． She maintains that young

children learn sex-appropriate speech patterns through modelling

or imitation of the parent's model rather than the parent's different

treatment of children according to their sex （26）．

   As far as these limited descriptions are concerned， it is possible

to argue that there are two interpretations regarding the way

through which children acquire sex-appropriate speech style ： one

is through parertt's sex-differential verbal treatments of children

according to children's sex as in Cherry and Lewis， and the other is

through the mediUm of children's observing parent's sex-differen-

tial models based on parent's sex， as in Gleason and Greif， Warren-

Leubecker and Bohannon， and Gleason． However， if considered

from the view point of children who are taking input， the input

taken from their parents is sexually differentiated， whether it is

based on children's sex or on parent's sex． ln other words， young

children are supposed to acquire sex appropriate speech both

through parent's sex-differential verbal treatment of children and

through children's observation of parent's sex-differential verbal，

behavior．

V． Sex-Differentiated Speech Produced by a Boy ．of Two

   Years一 Old

1． Data Collection

   ．In this section， the samples of sexTdifferentiated speech pro-

duced by a Japanese boy， the researcher's son， for 14 months from

his 17th month to 31st month are introduced so ．that a vague idea
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of how the acquisition of sex一（1ifferentiated speech occurred can be

realized． In addition， the linguistic input which he seems to have

taken during the acquisition pirocess is also analyzed for'better

understanding the influence of caretaker's speech on young chi1-

dren's acquisition of sex-differentiated speech．

    As Dulay et al． indicate， there are two ways in the research

de白ign to investigate the language development． One is the longitu-

dinal design which focuses on the linguistic development observed
          ノ

in limited number of sublects for relatively long period， and the

other is the cross-sectional design in w．hich data derived from a

large number of subjects at a certain point on the developmental

process is collected and analyzed usually through tests （244-9）．

The former is usually utilized to elicit the subject's unconscious

use of grammatical rules in a rnore natural setting， and the latter

is for eliciting the subject's conscioμs apPlication of grammatical

rules through tests． In the case of the research on y6ung children's

linguistic development， the former is appropriate because of their．

inability to deal With tests．

   The speech samples produced by the subject have been collected

every 30r 4 months since his 6th month from his birth through

tape-recording；and afte埜the 24th month when he became compe-

tent to express his intentions by his early speech and to understand

caretaker's speech．to a certain extent， the．recording， usually taking

60minutes， has been carried out once a month， while taking notes

on characteristic speech at the sarne tirne． In the environrnent

wh6re the sublect acquires language， his fater with higher eduga-

tion speaks Japanese with a ・rβgional varie多y of Osaka accent， and．

occasionally with a standard accent， and his mother with． ?奄№??

education speaks Japanese with almost standard accent．且e has

had no brother and sister until his 31st rnonth．

2． Emergence of Sex Difference in SUbject's Speech

   Several Speech samples with characteriStics showihg' the sub-

ject's developmental proces's in the acquisition are presented in
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chronological order，・so that we can have a vague idea about his

acqulsltion process．

   Introduced here is his sex-exclusive use of the person r．eferents

and the sentence' final particles which are likely to be a marker in-

dicating orte's sex in Japanese， not the sex-preferential which can

be used by both sexes depending on the situation．

（1） Mother： Dare ga'paan shitano． Taa-chan？ （17 month）'

（Hereafter M） ‘Who broke（the baloon）？' ‘Taa-chan？'

    Taku： Taa-chan． Boku． ・ ， ・ 一 '
（Hereafter T） ‘Taa-chan．' ‘Me．'

The first person referent for men， bohu， was first recorded as．early

as'17 months， but this seems 'to be an exceptional use because，

since then， he never used boku to refer to himself until around the

25th' month， using mostly Taa-chan or ．Taku-chan． At the 31st

month， the first person referents which have been used'even once

are boku， ore， oira， ataehi， waehi and wataehi， although variants

except for boku have not been used in the' natural conversation but

in．his spontaneoy， ＄ role play．

   The follwing is an example which．appeared in a conversation

where T and M were looking at a picture ' with a boy and a girl

talking to a peddler selling TV character masks．

（2） MKoreダわollu ano omen gα hosんεZ読e孟α．（20 M）

   ‘．Did this（picture）say“・I want the rnask，'？'

   α一chαn 9α nαn-te iu no，

   ‘What does the man（peddler）． say？'
             
T．、Mocんimocん‘cんotto omα「一一．

   ‘Hey， just w血i一・．，・

   （Pointing to．the girl）

   Wαtachi hore ii wα：yO Cんiteru．

                                    '
   ‘She is doing（saying）・‘‘Ilike this”！
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Watachi， the first person referent for women， and wayo， sex-eXclu-

sive sentence final particle for Women appeared in his utterance． He

seems to have been conscious that watachi and wayo were related to

the girl in the picture． lnterestingly， he made this utterance with a

higher pitch than his usual speech． Furthermore， the mother seems

to have intentionally introduced the use of bohu by way of the

dialogue including a boy and a girl．

   The following examples are taken from a monologue recorded

in the 22nd month．
                                   -

（3）

（4）

T： Oohii fukuro o motte kuru noblo． （22 M）

   ‘（Someone） is 'bringing a big bag．'

T IVαんαmαωαノeenbu oわαんεη，i nαcんαttαηのノ。．・

   ‘All my friends have become ghosts．'

The sentence final particle for women noyo appeared frequently in

a single monologue taking a few minutes． The above examples

may support the Lakoff's argument that children acquire women's

language first， but the subject has come to use only infrequently

sex-exclusive sentence． final particles for women such as the above

before the 31st month． lt is expected that he will never uSe it by 5

when Lakoff says Japanese boys reportedly use them often．

（5） T： Boku rno churu jo． （26 M）

       ‘1 will'do it， too，'

The above utterance was recorded when he was playing with paper．

This seems to be the subject's first natural use of men's first person

referent and sentence final particle at the same time that are in the

record． Around that time， he appeared to have become conscious ，

of 'the existence of seX and its relation to his speech．'

   With respect to the relation between his cognition of sex and his

sex-conscious use of language， the following examples can be

deliberated． On one day in ．the 31st month， the subject was orally
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asked about the sex of certain familiar people around him or TV

characters．32 correct responses were made verbally out of 32（1ues-

tion items， including his relative members， neighbors， friends， and

TV characters such as Tom＆Jerry， Urutoraman， and Doraemon．

This seems to indicate that the subject had already achieved fairly

accurate cognitive ability to judge one's sex before 31 months old．

However， he had already been able to show the sex of a person

referred to much earlier than the time mentioned above in spite of

less accuracy， and he．seems to have started even ．to correlate one's

sex and his speech around 26 rponths．

（6） T： Pikleoro wa atachi-tte iu'n dayo． （26 M）

      ‘Pikkoro refers to herself as atachi．'

    M：Taku-chαn wα naルte iu no．

       ‘How do you refer to yourself？'

    T：βo勧．

       （1 refer to myself as） ‘bole．u． '

    M： Mama・wa nan-te iu no．

       ‘How about your mommy？'

    T： Atachi．

       （Mommy refers to herself as） ‘atachi． '

（7） T：' Mama oiehii？ （27 M） ' ，
   ‘Mommy， is it tasty？'

M： Oishii wayo．

   ‘Yeah， it's．tasty．'

T： Onna dakqra oichii Lvayo-tte iu．

   ‘Mommy says “oichii wayo” because ．she is a woman．

M： ' Otoho dattara nctn-te iuno？

   ‘Then， how does a man say？'

T：． Oichii yo-tte iu．

   ‘A man says． “oichii yo”．'

As long as the researcher observed， the subject became able to
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recognize the existence of two sexes around the 25th month， and

then started to relate it with the speech in spite of the ineonsistency

in his actual use． This seems to correspond to lde's statement that

sex-specific use of the first person referent emerges at the same time

when a child becomes able to recognize the sex difference between

2．5 and 3 years of age （1978， 51）． lt is certain that sex-specific

speech never precedes the recognition of sex difference．

   In the 31st month， 'an open-ended spontaneous role play with

his familiar 'finger' puppets was tape-recorded for 12 minutes． The

following utterances were 'taken from it．

（8） （Using two puppets， one male kitten and one female kitten）

（31 M）

T： Oira leokoda yo．・・・…Watachi kokoda oro．（with a high piteh）

   ‘1 am here．' ‘1 am here．'

                へ

（9） （Playing the part of a girl kitten right after．he was tickled）

   T：yαπL飢αsα砂。．K侃几αん。古。 c航αrαωα孟αcんi okkochau磁ツ。．

      ‘Stop it！Iwill be mad if you do such a thing．'

At 31 months he occasionally used boku in a natural conversation

setting， and furthermore ．he was capable of controlling the ．first

person referents depending on the role he played． Oira， a rare

form of first person referent for men， seems to have been acquired

through a character's use on TV． These examPles seem to be indi-

cating that he was ．in the process of acquiring the re，gister variation，

especially．the manner of discourse， pointed out by Andersen．

3． Caret'akers' lnput for Acquisition of Sex Difference ・

   As mentioned in the previous section， yQung children are con-

stantly taking lingujstic inputs from their earetakers， and caretak-

ers' input seeMs to be varied in accordance either with children's

sex or with parents' sex． Here some speech samples indicating the

variants used by parents will be pyesented 'so that the fact may be
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confirmed in Japanese as well．

    The first examples were taken from the tape-recorded dia-

logues which tbok place when father-subject or mother-subject pairs

were working on the identical picture puzzle． The time consumed

by the former pair was 17 minutes， while the latter took 12 minutes．

Attention was paid to the difference between the use of sentence

final particles used by the father and those by the mother． The

following table indicates the frequericy of certain sentence final

particles occurring in the course of completing the picture puzzle．

Table 1 Frequency of Sentence Final Particles

Particle Father-Subject                 噸lother-Subject

no（n） 22 18

k毎 29 2

ne（nee） 2 18

na（naa） 9 0

kana 3 4
、

ZO
1 2

ze 1 0

noyo 0 1

none 0 1

yo 1 2

da＋yo 4 0

wa 0 0

Both the father and the mother produced many interrogative sen-

tences including no （n） and ha， encouraging the subject to find

appropriate pieces． However， the father used ka as a question

marker more frequently than the mother， while frequent use of no

as a question marker was observed in the mother's interrogative

sentences， in addition to the use of rising intonation． Ariother differ-

ence was found in the use of ne （nee） and na （naa） which add the

connotation of agreement between the speaker and the addressee

to the sentence． The father used na （naa） in many cases． but the

mother never used it and used ne （nee） instead． As for the sex一
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exclusive use， ze appeared in the father's utterance， and none and

noyo were recorded in the mother's speech， although they were

not frequent．一 ． ・
   Another difference was observed in the use of copula da as well．

The father used it 44'times including da ＋ sentence final particles，

but the mother used it only 7 times． Furtermore， the father used 12

imperative sentences， including both direct and indirect ones， but

the mother used only 4 indirect ones． ln the f．ather'．s speech， direct

imperatives such as Yadamon sagase ‘Lbok for Yadamon' and Yatte

mite kure ‘Try it （for me）' appeared， but never in the mother's

speech． lnstead， the mother ，used sentences which gave suggestion

to the child in the' form of jonai in rising intonation' and tried to

make the subject work on the puzzle spontaneously． With regard

to the use of the person referents， the first person referent， papa，

appeared only once and no second person referent was used in the

father's speech， while the mother used the first person referent，

mama， once and the second person referenti taku-chan， twice．

   Although the data recorded was very limited， it seems to suggest

that the inputs which the child received from his parents were

different both in quality and quantity， depending on the sex of the

Table 2 Comparison of Mother's Sentence Final Particle Use

P
a
r
t
i
c
l
e
」

Picture Puzzle Role Play

no（n） 18 19

ka 2 8

ne（nee） 18 1

na（naa） 0 4

kana 4 0

ZO 2 8

ze 0 0

noyo 1 0

nQne 1 0

yo      ・ 2 0

da＋yo 0 0

wa 0 0
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parent． And it is supposed that the difference in inputs is enough

for a child to perceive ・the sex difference in speech if s．uch inputs are

continuously provided for him．

    The second speech samples were taken froM the dialogues

between the subject and his mother， which were recorded in their

open-ended， make-believe role playing of a TV character played

by the subject fighting a bad man performed by his mother． The

role play took 16 minutes．

    The above table shows a comparison ofthe' frequency of sentence ．

final partieles used by the mother in making a picture puzzle and

that of used in the role．play． lt should be noted that the quantity of

speech recorded in ．the role play is much smaller than that in the

picture puzzle because the subject and his mother spent much time

in ‘fighting' Qnly with a yell， and that all their time was not spent

on performing their roles， sometimes the mother asking the subject

what he was doing and listening to his reply． Differences were found

in the mother's use of ka， na， 20' ≠獅?ne． The frequency increased

．in the former three items and it decreased in the last one． lt is

interesting that ha，・ na （naa）， and 20， which are preferentially used

by men， appeared often in the mother's speech ih 'the role play of

fighting． No appeared in high frequency here as well， but all use

was found outside the lines of the role play． ln addition， four direct

imperative sentences， which had not been found in the 'picture puzzle

session， appeared in the role play， and the varieties of the person

referent， taku-chan， omae and koitsu as a second person referent，

and mama and wate as a first person referent were present in the

role play． The copula， da， took place 6 times， which seems to have

increased， considering the quantity and contents of the dialogues．

    Although the two activities in・which these utterances were

'recorded were different in quality， a few conspicuous changes in

speech happened when the mother played the role of a bad man．

Through this， the subject seems to have an opportunity to observe

two different speech styles presented by the same person． lt． appears ・

that the mother provides her child with more masculine features
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of' 唐垂??モ?Cwhich'she never uses in her daily life． This might be an

example of varied inputs adjusted to the child's sex in that boys

like this Sort of play as early as 31st mont．h and are considered to

take such inputs through play． On the contrary， it is hypothesised

that a father might adjust his speech to his young daughter's sex，

if he played keeping house with his daughter， in such a way that

she could easily perceive what women's speech sounds like． ln other

words， caretakers are continuously providing inputs for their boys

arid girls so that they may achieve an appropriate speech pattern for

their sex， although the influence of TV as children's input should

rtot be made light of in modern society．

VI． Conclusion

      As Clancy describes， a caretaker's speech reflects cultural

  values， and the study of mother-child interaction reveals useful

  information regarding communicative style in a culture and its role

  in transmitting cultural values to children （246）． Taking this into

  account， the comparatively early emergence of sex difference in

  Japanese children's speech investigated in the present study seems

  to indicate the fact that there still exists a strong cultural value on

  the difference in sex role in the society， and that parents encourage

  their children to act like a man or a woman through their speech

  from an early age．

' Based on the extremely limited data introduced above， it may

  be possible to hypothesise that the caretaker's speech plays an

  important role in the young child's acquisitiop of sex difference， a

  component of coinmunicative competence， in that parents seem to

  provide a child with sufficient inputs containing features of sex-

  specific speech in accordance with their own sex or with a child's

 'sex． Through the inputs， young children come to perceive the ex-

  istence of sex differences in speech， and they practice the sexually

  appropriate speech style while playing with caretakers． However，
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this is just a first step in the long Process of the acquisition， and

children have to examine what they have learned from the parent's

input and try it out in their interaction with peers and people whom

they encounter in their・ childhood and adolescence． Therefore，

studies in the later stages which follow the' studies on young chil-

dren's are indispensable so that we can understand the entire

process of the acquisition of sex difference in language．

   Needless to say， much more data concerning parents' input as

a source of children's acquisition of sex difference will be required

in order to confirm the relationship between the caretaker's input

and young children's acquisition．

Notes

   1） The terminology appeared in lde （1978）， p， 43．

   2．） The Pronunciation made by the subject is in keeping with the traits

of young children， as in ［c“J for ［fi］， ［30］ for ［zo］．， etc．
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